Dear Mr. Putin -- Acknowledging the Security Council Debate
By Anna Von Reitz

We were touched but also dismayed by recent reports that the Security Council
was discussing our situation and that you, Mr. Putin, were even suggesting armed
intervention.
Our unincorporated Federation of States has several venerable international
treaties with Russia, which have always been upheld by both sides, and which
cannot be removed absent a new treaty with our Federation.
These mutual assistance treaties do in fact require Russia to act on our behalf in
the event that we are unable to bulwark our own efforts or held to such a
disadvantage that our national sovereignty is imperiled. We thank you, and we
remember those several occasions when Russia alone among the nations came to
our assistance. We are not ungrateful.
It is in fact the existence of these treaties and bonds which have lasted through
multiple generations that have been the focus of evil men seeking to demonize
Russia for befriending the American Government and holding "the US" in wellearned suspicion.
The entire Russian Collusion witch hunt brewed up against Donald Trump is only
the most recent chapter of a long history of British guile and efforts to palm off
blame for its own collusion with China. We understand.
We acknowledge the debate in the Security Council and also acknowledge the
treaty obligations underlying it; however, our national sovereignty has weathered
the worst threats against it, and though there are numerous issues yet to be
resolved, we feel confident and competent overall to resolve these under our own
steam.
We have chartered the largest International Trade Bank in a hundred years, and
recalling the proper structure for the banks, we have also chartered a whollyowned subsidiary commercial bank for it. Both stand under our Public
International Law. As these measures bear fruit and sanity returns to the world

under a new banking paradigm, we believe that all nations will benefit ---including
Russia.
Any armed intervention at this point would only serve to bulwark and assist the
network of international criminal interests collectively known as "the Cabal" ---and
having suffered the slings and arrows of this institutionalized crime syndicate as
much as any other nation, we doubt that Russia would desire that outcome.
There are so many better things to do and to think about.
Rather, we, the Americans, feel that it would be best to bring political pressure to
bear on the Bank of International Settlements to delay enforcement of its Basel 3
provisions long enough to deploy the International Trade Bank safety net that will
be needed to avoid widespread genocide due to disruption of commodity supply
lines and lack of cash-value currency.
The more fanatical elements may not be pleased by our actions, but the vast bulk
of the living people and their national governments will be happy--and safe,
prosperous, and at peace.
The bad ideas of the past must not be allowed to intrude upon the future, Mr.
Putin. So far as we are concerned, the bankers have sung their last refrain, and a
new banking system is on the way. This, among many other positive
developments, is no cause for fear or violence.
It's time to celebrate instead
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